Caffeine Report
DO YOU LOVE COFFEE? OR DOES IT KEEP YOU UP ALL NIGHT?
A myDNA Caffeine Report will give you:
•
•
•
•

Analysis of the genes which influence how your body processes caffeine
Personalised insights into your body’s response to caffeine
An understanding of how your daily coffee ritual impacts on your diet
Included with all Diet, Fitness and Diet & Fitness bundle kits.

What the myDNA caffeine report can tell you?
Our Caffeine Report can give you some insight into:
•
•
•

How quickly your body metabolises caffeine and approximately for how long you are
expected to experience the effects of caffeine
How likely you are to get sleep disturbance from caffeine and if so, for what duration
Whether your caffeine metabolism can be sped up by certain foods, or other factors

What is caffeine?
Caffeine is a stimulant naturally produced by many plants. Around the world people
associate caffeine as coming from roasted coffee beans and tea leaves, but other plants
such as cacao bean, yerba mate, guarana berry are also good sources.
When it comes to drinking coffee or tea, some people get jittery after just a few sips
whilst others can drink several cups before they feel any effect.

Coffee and tea drinking
Coffee and tea are an integral part of the culture in many places around the world. From
tea ceremonies in Asia to a Western “meeting for a coffee”, caffeine brings people
together and often is referred to as a “social lubricant”.
It is estimated that approximately 80% of the world's population consumes a caffeinated
product every day, and 90% of adults in North America consume caffeine on a daily
basis. According to the most recent Australian Health Survey, about half of the
Australian population drink coffee (on average 1 regular cup or 330 mL per day) and just
less than half drink tea (on average 400 mL per day), each day.

About the caffeine report
This report will uncover why you might belong to one rather than another group of
coffee drinkers, from a genetic point of view.
In this report, we answer some of the most asked questions on caffeine and its effect on
the body, explained in the light of your genetic results. Over the last few years, scientific
research has provided increasing evidence that genetics play an important role in
controlling how caffeine affects each person. The main genes involved are: ADORA2A,
CYP1A1-CYP1A2, CYP1A2 and AHR.

What other factors can influence the effects of caffeine in the body?
Apart from genetics, there are other factors that can modulate the effects of caffeine.
For example, smoking, exercise, pregnancy and birth control hormones, liver disease,
and age.
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